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Repetition and laterality effects
on recognition memory for words and pictures*

JAMES F. mOLA
University ofKansas. Lawrence. Kansas 66044

Recognition memory for a list of words was tested by presenting a series of items with Ss instructed to make positive
responses to targets (list items) and negative responses to distractors (nonlist items). The test items were either words or
pictures. and they were presented tachistoscopically either to the left or right visual field. The results showed mean
response latencies to be generally faster for stimuli presented to the right visual field. Response times were faster for
target and distractor stimuli on their second test presentations than on initial tests. but this effect was much larger for
targets. Repetitions were shown to decrease the amount of time necessary to execute the stimulus encoding and initial
retrieval stages of recognition. This was also true. although to a lesser extent. if different stimulus forms (words or
pictures) were used on the two tests. Subsequent recognition stages, including memory search and decision processes.
were apparently independent of test stimulus form.

In recognition tests of memory, S is presented with a
stimulus and he must categorize it as being either an
"old" stimulus (i.e.. one that has been presented before)
or a "new" stimulus (i.e.. one that has not previously
been presented). Any recognition paradigm is thus a
special case of a discrimination task in which S decides
whether or not a given test stimulus is a member of a
specific set of stimuli. For any recognition task there is,
implicitly at least. a set of old, or target. stimuli and a
set of new stimuli. or distractors. Correct recognition
indicates the ability to identify from which set the test
stimulus is drawn.

Experimental tests of recognition performance have
usually begun with the presentation of the target set for
study. To test memory for the target items, S is
presented with a number of stimuli. some of them
targets and some distractors. and he is to say "old" or
make a positive response to test items that he judges to
be targets and to say "new" or make a negative response
to distractors. In a study of short-term recognition
memory, Sternberg (1966) presented a new set of from
one to six different target digits on each trial. The
presentation of the target set was followed by a single
test digit. and S was to make a positive response if the
test digit was included in the target set and a negative
response otherwise. Under these conditions. errors were
very infrequent and the relevant data were response
latencies. The results showed mean latencies to be
linearly related to the number of items in the target set.
Further, the slopes of the functions relating latencies to
target set size were equal for positive and negative
responses (i.e.. about 38 msec per target digit). These
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results have been replicated in many other studies using
a variety of stimulus materials besides digits, including
letters (Chase& Calfee, 1969). words (Juola & Atkinson,
1971; Smith. 1967), faces (Sternberg, 1969), and
geometric forms (Briggs & Blaha, 1969).

The Sternberg paradigm has been extended to the
study of long-term memory by Juola. Fischler, Wood,
and Atkinson (1971). They presented sets of 10, 18, or
26 words for Ss to memorize before the test session. The
procedure then was the same as that used by Sternberg
(1966), with a single test word presented on each trial.
The results obtained by Juola et al were somewhat
similar to those observed in the short-term memory
studies in that the overall error rate was less than 5% and
response times were increasing, linear functions of the
number of target words. However, the slopes of the
functions were much less in the long-term experiment
(averaging about 5.0 msec per item vs about 38 msec per
item in the Sternberg, 1966, study).

The model used by Sternberg (1966, 1969) to
account for the data from short-term recognition studies
assumes that total response latency can be regarded as a
sum of the times necessary to execute several successive
and independent stages between test stimulus onset and
response output. These stagesconsist of (a) encoding the
test stimulus into some internal representation that is
compatible with the representations of the target set
items. (b) a serial search, or scan. in which the test item
is compared with each target item in memory, (c) a
decision to make a positive or negative response based
on the outcome of the search process. and (d) response
selection and execution.

Juola et al (1971) and Atkinson and Juola (1973a. b)
have proposed an alternative recognition model that
employs a similar analysis of response latencies into
execution times for the component stages. Three stages
are proposed: an encoding stage. a decision stage. and a
response stage. The encoding stage includes analysis of
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Fig. 1. Distributions of familiarity values for distractors (left)
and targets (right) that have not been tested (panel A) and for
items that received a previous test presentation (panel B).

the stimulus item and construction of an internal
representation that allows direct access to the long-term
memory location assigned to that item (e.g., Atkinson &
Juola. 1973b. have proposed that if the stimulus is a
word. the first step in the recognition process is to access
the appropriate node in the internal lexicon).
Information associated with the test stimulus is then
retrieved from long-term memory and is used by S to
arrive at an index of the item's strength or familiarity.
The distributions of familiarity values for targets and
distractors are presented in Fig. 1 (panel A). The
decision stage operates on the familiarity value output
by the encoding stage. If this value is above a high
criterion (cd or below a low criterion (co), S exits
immediately to the response stage, emitting a positive or
negative response, respectively. If the familiarity is of an
intermediate value, S will be less sure of which response
to choose and will perform an extended search of
memory (perhaps retrieving the target set and scanning it
for the presence or absence of the test item) before
responding. Since, according to the model, the length of
the target set affects only the time to execute the
extended search, the slopes of the functions relating
response latencies to target set size should depend on the
relative familiarities of target and distractor items and
the criteria that S adopts for the decision process.
Quantitative predictions derived from the model have
been used to fit data from a variety of recognition
experiments. including those with target sets stored in
long-term memory or in short-term memory (Atkinson
& Juola. 1973a. b).

One set of predictions that readily derives from the
model concerns the effects of repeated tests of specific
target and distractor items on recognition performance.
As shown in Fig. 1 (panel B), repetitions are assumed to
increase the familiarities of both targets and distractors.
Thus, it would be expected that. when compared with
the time to execute the decision stage on initial tests of
target items, this stage should be executed more rapidly
for repeated targets (since a smaller proportion of the
items results in familiarities between Co and Cl), and it
should be more accurate (since fewer target items will
result in familiarities below'cy). Similarly for distractors,
repetitions should result in more false alarms and a
slower mean time for the decision stage.

Besides these effects on the decision process, it is
likely that repetitions also affect the encoding stage of
recognition. There are several sources of evidence, some
of them indirect. that indicate that the time taken for
stimulus encoding and initial retrieval processes should
be less for repeated stimuli than for stimuli presented for
the first times in the context of the experiment. Studies
of recognition thresholds for visual stimuli have shown
that repetitions facilitate stimulus identification (Haber
& Hershenson, 1965: Dainoff & Haber, 1967).
Repetitions of stimuli in choice reaction time (CRT)
tasks have resulted in faster response times (e .g..
Bertelson, 1963), and this effect is obtained even if
several presentations of different stimuli intervene
between successive presentations of a given test stimulus
(Remington, 1969). Several theoretical investigations of
the repetition effect have indicated that the facilitative
effect of repetitions is at least in part due to stimulus
preparation and encoding biases that result in faster
processing for repeated stimuli (Hinrichs & Krainz,
1970; Keele, 1969: Theios & Smith. 1972). Repetitions
of stimuli in recognition tasks have also facilitated
recognition performance over long-term retention
intervals (Mahler. 1970). Taken together, these results
indicate that the stimulus encoding stage should be
executed more rapidly for repeated stimulus items.

In several recent studies of repetition effects on
recognition performance (Atkinson & Juola, 1973a:
Hintzman, 1969; Juola et ai, 1971; Okada, 1971),
repetitions have resulted in faster mean response times
and fewer errors for targets. Responses to repeated
distractors have either been as fast as or slower than
responses to initial presentations of distractor items, and
the false alarm rate has generally increased with
repetitions. In the previously cited studies of repetition
effects on recognition, the effects of repetitions on
encoding, retrieval. and decision processes have been
confounded. This is the case because the studies have
used a one-to-one mapping of stimuli to target and
distractor items such that if any items in memory were
to be tested more than once, the appropriate stimuli
would also have to be repeated. Thus, repetitions of
both target and distractor items should result in a
similar. if not identical. facilitation of one or more
processes associated with the encoding stage. However.
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as was argued earlier, repetitions should produce
differential effects on the decision stage for targets and
distractors, Repetition effects on the stages should be
additive to produce faster mean response times for
repeated target items. For repeated distractors, mean
latencies could be either greater than or less than the
times for responses to distractors on their first
presentations, depending on the relative change in mean
durations for the encoding and decision stages due to
re pe t itions. Since earlier results have generally
demonstrated that repetitions increase mean response
latencies for distractors, it could be argued that the
change in mean duration for the decision stage due to
repetitions is opposite and also greater than the
corresponding changes in encoding and retrieval times.

One of the main purposes of the present study was to
provide direct evidence of a facilitation of the encoding
stage of recognition due to repetitions of visual stimuli.
Further, the study was designed to partial out the effects
of repetitions on encoding and decision stages
separately. This was done by using several different
visual stimuli (i.e., words or pictures presented
tachistoscopically to the right or left visual hemifields)
that corresponded to the same target or distractor items.
Repetition effects could then be compared for the case
in which the identical stimulus is used to test a given
item in memory vs the case in which the stimulus
associated with that item is different on successive tests.
Although detailed predictions necessitate additional
assumptions about such factors as the relative encoding
times for words and pictures and laterality (i.e.. side of
pre sentation) effects on encoding and memory
processes. several hypotheses can be developed. First.
mean encoding time is expected to be less for all
repeated items when compared with the time necessary
to encode items on their initial presentations. Any or all
of the processes included in the encoding stage (i.e..
registration. identification, memory access. and
information retrieval) could be executed faster in the
case in which the identical stimulus is repeated.
However. even if the form of the stimulus differs on the
second test of any item. it is conceivable that some of
the processes (e .g., accessing the appropriate memory
location) could be executed more rapidly due to the
previous exposure of an item with the same name and
memorial referent. Second, the familiarity of any item is
expected to depend only on whether it is a target or a
distractor and whether or not it has previously been
tested. This expectation is based on the strong
assumption that the output of the encoding stage of the
model is a familiarity value that is a function of the
information about the test stimulus retrieved from
long-term memory. Thus. the familiarity of any item
should not depend on the form of the stimulus at time
of test (as long as it is correctly identified). and it also
might not depend on the form of the stimulus used in
earlier tests of that item.

METHOD

Subjects

The Ss were 40 female Stanford University undergraduates.
All Ss were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Each was paid a total of 56 for participation in three
experimental sessions.

Materials

All stimuli were selected from a pool of 96 different items.
The words were common one- or two-syllable nouns, three to
eight letters in length. The pictures were simple ou tline drawings
of the objects named by the nouns. The items were selected so
that the words were all roughly equivalent in frequency and their
corresponding pictures were easily and uniquely identifiable.

The stimuli were placed on 5 x 9 in. white cards for
presentation in an Iconix tachistoscope. The words were typed
with an IB.\! Executive typewriter and varied from 0.3 in. to
0.9 in. in length. Xerox copies of the original drawings were
affixed to the cards. and they varied in width from 0.35 in. to
1.5 in. Two forms of each stimulus were made: one with the
item on the left side of the card and one with the item on the
right. When placed into the tachistoscope, the stimulus appeared
no closer than 0.6 in. (1.1 deg of visual angle from S's viewpoint)
to a central. dark fixation point. This separation insured that
when the stimulus was exposed, the visual information would be
registered solely in the contralateral cerebral hemisphere (Sperry,
Gazzaniga. & Bogen. 1969). In all future reference to the stimuli.
the terms "left" and "right" will refer to the hemisphere that
received the initial information input, not to the side of the
visual field in which the stimulus appeared. Thus. there were
four different stimuli for each of the 96 items: a word presented
to the left hemisphere (W11. a word presented to the right
hemisphere (WR). a picture presented to the left hemisphere
(Pl.). and a picture presented to the right hemisphere (PR).

Design

The 96 items were randomly divided into two sets of 48 items
each. The first set was used to generate target lists for the first
20 Ss, and the remaining 48 items were used as dis tractors. For
the second group of 20 Ss. the target and distractor sets were
reversed so that over the experiment as a whole. every item was
used equally often as a target and as a distractor. Both target sets
were randomly ordered into two different lists. so that four
different target lists were used for four groups of 10 Ss each.

The test session consisted of 192 trials during which each item
was tested twice. The order of presentation of items was
randomly determined. with the constraint that no more than six
target or distractor items could occur in succession. Six different
test sequences were constructed. three for each target set. The
test sequences were randomly assigned to Ss within each group.
The first eight trials of every test sequence consisted of the four
different types of test stimuli C\\L WR. Pi. PR) presented twice
each. once using a target item and once using a distractor. Trials
9-184 consisted of tests of target and distract or items that were
presented for the first or second times distributed uniformly
throughout the sequence. Trials 185-192 consisted of the four
different types of test stimuli presented once each with a
repeated target item and a repeated distractor.

With four different types of stimuli available for each item. 16
different possible combinations of these stimuli existed for two
tests of any item. tach combination was used equally often
(three times) for targets and distractors. and thev were
distributed uniformly throughout the test sequences, Bet\\wn 7
and 28 tests of other items occurred between successive test> of
the same target or dixtr.utor items.
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PRESENTATION NUMBER

Fig. 2. Mean response latencies for target
and distractor items on their first and
second test presentations as functions of
successive trial blocks.
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Procedure

AlI S5 participated in three consecutive daily sessions. On
Day 1. S was given a target list of 48 words to read through
once. It was explained that the words in the list were to be
memorized in the order that they appeared on the list and that
this memorization was to be done sometime before the
scheduled session on Day 2. The S was then shown the target
pictures and was asked to name each one as E pointed to it.
Almost all Ss correctly identified each of the pictures; any errors
in identification were immediately corrected by E.

The S was then seated in front of the tachistoscope. and the
exact nature of the test procedure was explained. A series of 20
practice trials on a modified Sternberg task was run at the end of
Dav 1. For these trials. S was told to make a positive response if
a digit from 0 to 4 was shown and to make a negative response if
a digit from 5 to 9 was presented. All 10 digits were presented
twice in a random order: once to the left and once to the right.
The procedure for the practice trials was identical to that for the
actual test sequence. Each trial started with E placing a test
stimulus card into the tachistoscope and giving a ready signal to
S. The S then was to look directly at the central fixation point
and press a start button operated by the left hand. The
tachistoscope was programmed to maintain the preexposure field
and fixation point for 200 msec after S pushed the start button,
Then the stimulus card was exposed for 200 msec followed by a
dark field for 400 msec. The dark field was immediately
followed by the onset of the preexposure field, which remained
on until the next test. The S made a positive or negative response
by depressing one of two telegraph keys with the right
forefinger. The two response keys were separated by a central
home kev on which S rested her finger between trials. All three
keys were arranged along an arc, about 3 em from one another,
and the assignment of positive and negative responses to left and
right keys was counterbalanced across Ss.

Day 2 began with a written serial recall test for the target
words. All Ss correctly recalled their lists in one or two trials.
The procedure for the test sequence was then reviewed, and 20
practice trials were run using the digits as test stimuli. This was
followed by a brief rest period during which S was reminded to
respond as rapidly as possible while being careful to avoid
making errors. The test sequence of 192 trials was then begun.
No feedback was ziven for correct responses. but S was informed
of all errors. Th~ S was allowed two rest periods at irregular

intervals during the sequence. The actual test sessions lasted
about 45 min.

The Ss were scheduled to return on Day 3 for another test.
the nature of which was unspecified. The third session consisted
of a multiple-choice recognition test for information about the
distractor items that had been incidentally learned during the
previous day's test session. This delayed recognition test
contained a list of 48 items. Each item consisted of three words
typed in a row, one of which had been presented as a distractor
on two trials in the test session. The three words were followed
by the letters "W," "P." and "B." The S was instructed to circle
the word that she remembered seeing during the previous day's
session and then circle the appropriate letter to indicate whether
she remembered it as being tested as a word (\V), as a picture (P),
or as both a word and a picture (B). The S was told to respond
to each item, even if she had to guess. The incorrect words in the
multiple-choice test were matched as closely as possible with the
experimental words in frequency. length, and concreteness. By
rearranging the items. four completely different test sheets were
constructed and were used by 10 S! each.

RESULTS

Figure 2 presents mean latencies for correct responses
to target and distractor stimuli on their first and second
test presentations. The data are presented for
consecutive blocks of trials. The first block consisted of
Trials 1-8 (which included only first tests of target and
distractor items). the next four blocks contained 44
trials each (in which both first and second tests were
included), and the last block consisted of the final 8
trials (including only second test presentations). There
appears to be some evidence for a general practice effect:
that is, for all types of trials. response times were
somewhat slower in the initial trial blocks than later in
the session.

To eliminate the confounding of practice with
repetition effects. only the data from Trials 9-184 were
used for subsequent analyses. For this block of trials. the
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Table 1
Mean Response Latencies and Proportions of Errors (in Parentheses) for the Four Types of Target and

Disttactor Stimuli on Their First and Second Test Presentations

Presen
tation

Number

1

Targets Distractors

Words Pictures Words Pictures

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

852 876 840 863 836 872 981 956
(.164) (.122) (.150) (.129) (.017) (.024) (.065) (.072)

734 763 728 755 836 844 876 871
(.030) (.017) (.024) (.031) (.047) (,055) (.067) (,060)

overall error rate was 6.557c. Table 1 presents mean
latencies for correct responses and error proportions for
target and distractor items on their first and second test
presentations. The data for each type of stimulus (i.e.,
wt, WR, PL. and PR) are shown separately. A separate 2
by 2 analysis of variance was used to test for laterality
and repetition effects on response latencies and error
rates for target words. target pictures, distract or words.
and distractor pictures. The results of these analyses
showed mean response latency to be significantly shorter
for repeated target items than for targets on their first
presentations. This was true both for target words
[F( 1.39) = 165.34, P < .00 I] and for target pictures
[F(1.39) = 76.78. p<.OOI]. For distractor items.
repetitions significantly decreased mean response times
for pictures [F( 1.39) = 22.60. p < .00 I] : however. the
effect for distractor words was not significant [F(139) =
2.47. p > .05].

The hemisphere to which the stimuli were presented
had a significant effect on positive response latency,
with mean response times being shorter if the target
items were presented to the left hemisphere [for target
words. F(1,39) = 6.30. p < .05. and for target pictures,
F(I,39) = 7.46, p < .01]. The results followed different
patterns for distractor stimuli. with response times for
words being faster if they were presented to the left and
faster for pictures if they were presented to the right.
However. neither main effect proved to be significant
[for distractor words. F(1.39) = 2.93. p > .05. and for
distractor pictures. F < 1.0]. The interactions between
presentation number and input hemisphere were not
significant for targets or for distractor pictures (F < 1.0
in all three cases). but the interaction for distractor
words was marginally significant [F( 1.39) = 4.10.
P ~ .05].

Repetitions resulted in a much lower error rate for
target stimuli [F(139) = 48.41. P < .00 I for words. and
F( 1.39) = 9.30. p < .01 for pictures] . For distractors,
the error rate was higher for words presented for the
second times than for those on their first tests [F( 1.39)
= 9.30. P < .0I]. but there was no change in the error
rate for repeated pictures (F < 1.0). The error rate for
target words was somewhat greater for stimuli that were
presented to the left [F( 1.39) = .+.3 5. p < .05] . There
were no other significant laterality effects on the error

rates, and none of the interactions between repetitions
and input hemisphere were significant.

Table 2 presents mean response latencies and error
proportions for second test presentations of target and
distract or stimuli conditionalized on whether or not the
first test was of the same stimulus form (i.e.. word or
picture) and whether or not it was presented to the same
hemisphere. Separate 2 by 2 analyses of variance were
run on the latency and error data for targets and
distractors. For the latency data. the main effect of
stimulus form was significant for targets [F( 1.39) =
84.50. r < .001] and for distractors [F(1.39) = 24.19.
p < .001]. but there were no significant effects due to
the hemisphere to which stimuli were presented. The
interaction between stimulus form and presentation
hemisphere was also nonsignificant in both cases. and
none of the main effects or their interactions
approached significance for the error data.

In Table 3. mean response latencies and error
proportions for second test presentations are shown for
the two stimulus forms conditionalized on the stimulus
forms used on the first tests of the items. Separate 2 by
2 analyses of variance were run on the latency and error
data for targets and distractors. Response times to
second tests of target stimuli were significantly faster if
the first presentations were pictures than if they were
words [F( 1,39) = 21.86. P< .001]. The forms of the
stimuli used for the second test presentation had no
effect on response latency. but the interaction between
forms used on the first and second presentations was
highly significant [F(1.39) = 79.50. p < .001]. For

Table 2
Mean Response Latencies and Error Proportions (in Parentheses)
for Second Test Presentations of Target and Distractor Items
Conditionalized on Whether or Not the Stimulus From and
Hemisphere ofInput Were the Same on the First Test of the Item

Targets Distractors

Same Different Same Different
Stimulus Stimulus Stimulus Stimulus

Same 710 780 836 87.+
Hemisphere 1.018) (.036) (.(60) 1.0511

Different 713 776 823 9(13
Hemisphcrc 1.(1151 i.l111 I 1.115~1 1l16'+1
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Table 3
Mean Response Latencies and Error Proportions (in Parentheses)
for Second Test Presentations of Target and Distractor Items

Conditionalized on the Forms of the Stimuli Tested

First
Targets Distractors

Test Stimulus Word Picture Word Picture

Second
Test Stimulus

Word 729 766 827 854
(.023) (.024) (.067) (.037)

Picture 792 693 923 834
(.034) (.021) (.076 ) (.053)

distractors, response times on second tests were faster if
pictures were used in the first tests [F(l,39) = 5.00,
p < .05] and if words were used in the second tests
[F(L39) = 11,06, p < .01]. The interaction was also
significant [F(l,39) = 23.65, p < .001]. For both targets
and distractors, the significant interactions show that the
latency of a response to any stimulus was faster if the
same stimulus form had been used for the earlier test of
that item than if the other form had been presented.

Neither of the main effects nor the interaction was
significant for the error data for targets shown in
Table 3. For distractors. significantly more errors were
made on second test presentations for those items that
had been presented as words on the first tests [F( 1,39) =
6.03. p < .05]. The other main effect and the
interaction were not significant.

A summary of the response latency data is presented
in Fig. 3. Mean latencies are shown for target items (left
panel) and for distractor items (right panel) on their first
and second test presentations. The straight lines connect
data points for items that were tested either with the

same or different stimulus forms in each test. In all
cases, mean response times for targets on their second
tests were significantly faster than the times for
responses on their initial tests. Even the smallest
difference (i.e., that between mean latencies for
responses to target pictures on their initial tests and
latencies for responses to target pictures on second
presentations if the items had been presented as words
on the first tests) was obtained for 32 of the 40 Ss (27
of 40 Ss must show a trend for it to be significantat the
.05 level by a sign test). For distractors, responses to
repeated items were faster than were responses to initial
tests for both pictures and words if the items had been
presented as pictures on their first tests (this trend was
shown by 32 of 40 Ss for items presented as pictures on
the first tests and as words on the second tests, and it
was obtained for 38 Ss for items presented as pictures on
both tests). For distractor items presented as words on
the first tests, responses to second presentations were
not significantly faster if words were tested, but
responses were significantly slower if pictures were
presented on the second tests (this trend was obtained
for 30 Ss). A final interesting comparison is between
response times for distractor pictures on initial tests and
for distractor pictures on their second tests if the items
had been tested as words on their first presentations.
Although only 26 of 40 Ss were faster in the latter case,
the difference was significant [t(39) = 1.97, P< .05]. '

In the delayed recognition test, Ss were to pick out.
from among three alternatives in each case. the items
that had been presented twice as distractors during the
previous day's session. These items were correctly
chosen in 94.2% of the cases. The distribution of errors
over stimulus forms is presented in Table 4. A Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test showed that significantly more errors
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Table 4
Mean Proportions of Errors for Distractor Items that Had Been
Presented Twice as Words, Twice as Pictures, or Once Each as

a Word and as a Picture (Delayed Recognition Test)

Table 6
Relative Proportions on Items that Ss Indicated Had Occurred
Twice as Words, Twice as Pictures, or Once Each as a Word
and as a Picture for Items that Had Actually Been Presented

as Words, Pictures, or Both (Delayed Recognition Test)

Table 5
Mean Proportions of Errors for Distractor Items that Had Been
Presented Twice to the Left Hemisphere, Twice to the Right

Hemisphere, or Once to Each Hemisphere
(Delayed Recognition Test)

S Indi- Distractor Item Correctly Distractor
cated that Recognized and Presented as Item Not
Item Had Correctly

Occurred as Words Pictures Both Recognized

Words .63 .03 .17 .42
Pictures .13 .71 .27 .42
Both .24 .26 .56 .15

.051

.056

Both

Both

.046

.071

Right

Pictures

.083

.048

Left

WordS

target words and target pictures indicates that the length
of time necessary to execute the encoding stage as well
as the familiarities of the test items (and thereby the
amount of time to execute the decision stage) were
equivalent for the two stimulus forms.

The differences between the results for distractor
words and distractor pictures can also be interpreted in
terms of the model. Repetitions of distractor words
resulted in a higher false alarm rate. indicating a higher
familiarity value and thus an expected increase in the
mean decision time. Since mean response times were
approximately the same for first and second tests of
distract or words. it could be argued that the increase in
decision time due to repetitions was about equal to the
decrease in encoding time that also resulted from
repetitions. Thus. in the present study. the two effects
might have cancelled one another, whereas in other
experiments (e.g.. Fischler & Juola. 1971). the change in
decision time was the overriding factor, resulting in an
increase in total response time for repeated distractors.
This result was not unexpected in that. in the present
study. stimuli were presented peripherally for 200 msec.
whereas in the Fischler and Juola experiment. the
stimuli were exposed foveallv for 500 msec, Thus. the
encoding stage would be expected to require a greater
execution time in the present study. and it might also
show a greater absolute effect of stimulus repetition,

The error rate for distractor pictures WJS greater than
that fur words, but there was nu change in the number

DISCUSSION

were made for items that were presented twice as words
than for those presented twice as pictures. Table 5
presents errors for items that were presented twice to
the left hemisphere, twice to the right hemisphere. or
once to each hemisphere. A Wilcoxon test showed that
more errors were made for items presented twice to the
right than for those presented twice to the left, although
this effect was only marginally significant (p == .05).

The Ss were also asked to indicate the form of the
stimulus (word. picture, or both) that they thought had
been used to test the distractor items. The relative
proportions chosen for each form conditionalized on the
actual form presented are shown in Table 6. The
responses for those items that were correctly recognized
and for those items that Ss did not recognize are
presented separately.

Repeated presentations of target and distractor items
in a recognition task have a large and differential effect
on positive and negative responses. For target items. the
results replicated earlier findings (Atkinson & Juola,
1973a; Fischler & Juola. 1971: Hintzman, 1969: Okada.
1971) in that mean response latencies were shorter and
error rates were lower on second test presentations than
on initial tests. The repetition effects for distractor items
differed from those obtained for targets as well as from
the results of earlier studies. Although Juola et al (1971)
report a nonsignificant increase in negative response
latencies due to repeated test presentations of distractor
words. later studies (Atkinson & Juola. 1973a: Fischler
& Juola. 1971) have demonstrated reliable increases in
both mean latencies and error rates for repeated
distractors. All of these previous experiments have used
words as stimuli. In the present study. there was no
significant change in response latency for distractor
words as a function of repetitions: however, the false
alarm rate was greater for distractor words on their
second tests than on initial presentations. For repeated
distractor pictures. mean latency was shorter but the
error rate was about the same as on first test
presentations.

In terms of the recognition model discussed earlier.
repetitions of test stimuli result in faster stimulus
encoding and initial retrieval times as well as higher
familiarity values for both target and distractor items.
The relative familiarities of targets and distractors on
their first and second tests can be estimated. in most
cases. directly from the error rates. The results were
generally in accord with this formulization. The lower
error rates for repeated targets indicate that repetitions
increased their familiarities. resulting as well in a shorter
mean time to execute the decision stage (as diagrammed
in Fig. I). The reduction in decision time. combined
with a shorter duration for the encoding stage. resulted
in a much shorter overall latency for repeated targets.
The fact that there were no differences in the results fur
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of false alarms from the first test presentation to the
second. It is possible that these errors could indicate a
higher familiarity for pictures, but it is more likely that
(as for targets) distractor words and pictures were about
equally familiar. The higher error rate for distractor
pictures. especially on initial tests, might well have been
due entirely to a greater probability of incorrectly
identifying the test stimulus. Unlike the target pictures,
which had been presented for study on the day before
the test session. the distractor pictures were shown only
as test stimuli. and Ss had never seen them before.
Therefore, the length of time necessary to execute the
encoding stage should be greatest for distractor pictures
on their first presentations. If the exposure duration was
insufficient for identification, S either did not respond
or guessed on the basis of incomplete information (and
was more likely to be incorrect). Both the probability of
incorrectly identifying the distractor picture and the
time necessary to encode it should be less on the second
test presentation. Thus, the obtained pattern of results is
expected as long as it is assumed that the encoding time
for distractor pictures is not only greater than that for
words. but that it is also more affected by repetitions.

The results indicated that the cerebral hemisphere to
which the stimuli were presented also had an effect on
recognition performance. In the present task. there are
at least two reasons why performance should be superior
for stimuli presented to the left hemisphere than for
stimuli shown to the right: (1) The task involves
decisions about verbal materials, i.e., whether or not a
given test item is a member of a memorized list of
words. It is likely that this task, since it requires the
retrieval of verbal information from long-term memory,
can be best performed if the test stimulus is input
directly to the language-dominant hemisphere. This
would be the left hemisphere for the vast majority of Ss
in the present study (all Ss were right-handed). Thus,
stimuli presented to the left hemisphere could be
processed immediately, whereas information presented
to the right hemisphere would have to be transferred to
the left before processing could continue. This transfer
should add about 10-40 msec to the total response time
(Filbey & Gazzaniga, 1969; Moscovitch & Catlin, 1970).
(2) Studies of perceptual recognition have generally
shown that for the classes of stimuli used in the present
study (i.e.. words and simple outline drawings of
common objects), identification is superior for
information presented to the left hemisphere (Bryden &
Rainey, 1963; Wyke& Ettlinger, 1961).

The results (as shown in Table 1) generally agreed
with the predicted advantage for the left hemisphere.
Response latencies were shorter if target words, target
pictures, and distractor words were presented to the left
hemisphere, although the latter effect did not achieve
statistical significance. For distractor pictures, response
latencies actually were shorter if the stimuli were
presented to the right hemisphere, but this effect was
also not significant. The opposite trend for distractor

pictures is also probably related to the fact that they
were new to Ss and therefore they were more difficult to
identify than were the target pictures. In cases where
there has been no difference between right and left
presentation on recognition or where the right
hemisphere has shown an advantage. the stimuli have
been nonsense forms or other visual materials without an
immediately available verbal label (Terrace, 1959: White,
1969). A similar phenomenon might account for the
results for distractors, especially picture stimuli. in the
present study.

Although the hemisphere to which stimuli were
presented affected responses at the time of test,
responses to items on their second tests were not
affected by the input hemisphere for the first tests of
the items. Table 2 shows the results for second tests
conditionalized on the types of stimuli used for the first
and second tests of target and distractor items. For both
targets and distractors, responses were faster if the
stimuli used in the second tests were of the same form
(words or pictures) as those for initial tests. However,
there was no significant effect due to whether or not the
stimulus had been previously presented to the same
hemisphere, and none of the differences in the error
rates were significant.

An interpretation of the results for repeated items can
now be made in terms of the recognition model. It is
assumed that the relative familiarity of any test item can
be estimated from the error rate for that item, with the
exceptions being those stimuli (i.e., distractor pictures
the first times they are presented) that result in higher
error rates due to a relatively greater probability of being
incorrectly identified. Repeated tests increase the
familiarity values for all items and result in an increased
error rate for distractors and a decreased error rate for
targets. An important result of the present study is that
familiarity does not appear to be affected by the form of
the stimulus used to test recognition for specific target
or distractor items. Error rates were the same for all
repeated target stimuli and for all repeated distractor
stimuli (with the one exception being items that were
tested first as words then as pictures) regardless of
whether or not the same form of the stimulus was used
on both tests.

That responses were faster for both target and
distractor items if the stimuli were of the same form on
both tests indicates that either or both of the
component processes of the encoding stage (defined as
stimulus encoding plus the initial retrieval process) were
executed more rapidly for these items. The output of
the encoding stage, according to the model, is a
subjective familiarity value that is not affected by the
stimulus form used to test the item on that trial or on
any previous presentations. A strong prediction that can
be derived from this conceptualization is that the
difference between mean response latencies for those
items that were tested with the same stimulus form on
both presentations and those that were tested with
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different stimuli should be the same for targets and
distractors. This prediction is based on two assumptions:
(1) The savings in the encoding time due to repetitions
of identical stimuli is the same for targets and
distractors. (This assumption might prove to be
unwarranted. but there is no evidence in the present data
on which to base alternative arguments.) (2) As stated
earlier, familiarity is based on the information recovered
from long-term memory by the initial retrieval process.
Whereas this process is assumed to execute more rapidly
for repeated items, it is not necessary to assume that
either its execution time or the resultant familiarity
value is influenced by the form of the stimulus. If
familiarity were affected by stimulus form, it would be
natural to assume that an item's familiarity would be
greater if the same form were used on successive tests
than if different forms of the same item were presented.
In this case, the time necessary to execute the decision
stage would be less for repeated targets if the stimulus
form were the same, and this time would be greater for
repeated distractors if the form were the same than if it
were different on the two tests.

The results showed that the latency data agreed with
the error rata in indicating that item familiarity does not
depend on the form of the stimulus that represents the
item. Referring to Table 3, it can be observed that mean
response latency for target words on their second tests
was 37 msec less if the first test stimuli also were words
than if they were pictures. This difference was 27 msec
for distractors. Similarly. mean latency for responses to
target pictures was 99 msec less if the first stimuli used
to test these items were pictures than if they were
words. For distractors. this difference was 89 msec.
Neither 10-msec difference was significant. The faster
times for repeated items if the stimuli were also repeated
can be accounted for by assuming that the stimulus
encoding process alone is influenced by stimulus form
and that it is executed more rapidly for repeated stimuli
than for alternate stimulus forms of previously tested
items. It was argued earlier that repetitions facilitate
encoding more for pictures than for words. The data
shown in Table 3 support this contention. and it is
further indicated that the repetition effect on encoding
times might be equivalent for target and distractor
stimuli.

The data presented in Fig. 5 allow for comparisons
between response latencies for the conditional response
times shown in Table 3 and the times for responses to
initial presentations of target and distractor stimuli. All
four of the data points for repeated targets are
significantly below those for initial presentations of
target items. These results are not surprising in that the
initial retrieval and decision processes are expected to be
executed more rapidly for repeated targets. In addition,
the stimulus encoding process is faster at least for those
repeated items for which the stimulus form was also
repeated. Further inferences about the relative effects of
repetitions on the processing stages are difficult to make

because of the confounding of the facilitative effects of
repetitions on retrieval and decision times for positive
responses.

For the data for negative trials, however, the effects
of repetitions are opposite for the decision stageand for
the stimulus encoding and initial retrieval components of
the encoding stage. Because of the relatively large
amount of time necessary to encode distractor pictures
on their first presentations, responses to these stimuli are
significantly slower than to distractor words or to
pictures on their second presentations. Some conclusions
can be drawn about the relative effects of repetitions on
the separate processing stagesby comparing latencies for
responses to distractor words and pictures on their first
presentations with latencies of responses to distractor
items on their second tests if the stimulus forms were
different on the two tests. The question to be answered
is: Do exposures of one form of a stimulus facilitate the
encoding process for a subsequent presentation of the
item with a different stimulus form? Studies of
perceptual recognition for pictures (Lawrence & Coles,
1954; Pachella, 1970) have consistently shown that the
presentation of one or more name alternatives before the
tachistoscopic exposure of a test pictures does not
facilitate its recognition. In the present study. response
times to distractor words on their initial tests were
approximately the same as response times to distractor
words that had previously been tested as pictures. This
result indicates that the increase in decision time due to
the previous test of the item is about equal to the
decrease in stimulus encoding time (if any) and in the
initial retrieval time. Response times to distractor
pictures on their initial tests, however, were significantly
slower than were response latencies to distractor pictures
that had previously been tested as words. Since it was
earlier argued that the initial retrieval process and the
decision stage are independent of stimulus form, this
effect can only be attributed to a differential facilitation
of the stimulus encoding process for words and pictures
due to previous exposure of a different form of the same
item. That is, the presentation of a distractor word
results in a faster encoding time for the subsequent
presentation of the associated picture than the encoding
time for initially presented distractor pictures. Although
it cannot be determined if there is a facilitative effect on
the encoding time for distractor words due to previous
presentation of the associated pictures, this effect (if
any) is smaller than that for distractor pictures.

The delayed recognition data indicated that even after
a 24-h delay. Ss remembered the forms of the stimuli in
about 50%of the cases(data from Table 6. corrected for
guessing). Thus, the form of the stimulus presented at
the time of test is stored in long-term memory: however.
this information apparently is not used in determining
the familiarity value or in making a response decision
about the stimulus. The only information that is
important in influencing recognition is contextual and
recency information retrieved about the test stimulus.
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Thus. recognition performance is determined, chiefly, by
only two factors: whether or not the test stimulus
represents an item in the target set. and the length of
time since the long-term memory location assigned to
the test stimulus has last been accessed.
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